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Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua Implementation Programme (WIP) 

Progress Report 

June 2023 

Report Purpose 

This report provides an update on progress made with implementing the recommendations of the 

Whaitua Implementation Programme (WIP), developed by the Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua 

Committee, and received by Greater Wellington (GW) in April 2019. 

It will be updated every six months and presented at a GW Environment Committee meeting. It will 

be accompanied by a paper summarising the report, along with the other WIPs, and identifying 

successes, issues, and risks. In time, this report will be retired as GW moves to integrated Catchment 

reporting with these recommendations picked up alongside the wider range of environmental 

programmes GW and others are committed to delivering.  

The next progress report may be provided earlier than the proposed six-monthly update as a one-off 

as the stand-up of the new Rōpū Taiao Environment Group in GW means there is fresh thinking 

happening on how to consider the outstanding recommendations. The next report will also include 

more detailed commentary on how the regulatory recommendations are being implemented 

through the development of plan changes to the Natural Resources Plan.  

Important note on the limitations of this data  

Information provided here is provisional until it has been reviewed and endorsed by reference 

groups and/or governance groups which are to be established. It includes implementation attributed 

to organisations other than Greater Wellington and in some cases their agreement has not yet been 

obtained and therefore may be revised.  

The interpretation of some of the more generally worded recommendations, and therefore their 

implementation category (and any other details provided regarding their implementation), may also 

be changed by reference groups and/or governance groups. 

Interpreting this report 

The table below is broken down by recommendation as recorded in the Whaitua Implementation 

Programme (WIP).   

Some recommendations in the WIP list multiple actions to be completed. Where these actions 

require different mechanisms to implement them, the recommendation is broken down in the table 

as sub-recommendations, reflecting the distinct pieces of work to be implemented. 

An example is when a recommendation has multiple bullet points within it and only some of those 

bullets can be grouped under a single implementation mechanism.  

Where this occurs, the wording of the recommendation is shown in full but the non-applicable parts 

are shown as crossed out. These parts that are crossed out are not lost – they are repeated against a 

different implementation mechanism. 

Implementation Category 
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The report includes a column showing Implementation Category. This is a high-level grouping used 

by Greater Wellington for reporting purposes.   

The category ‘NRP Plan Change by 2024’ means a change to the Natural Resources Plan (Greater 

Wellington’s regional plan) to be undertaken by 2024. This is underway. 

The category ‘RPS’ means a change to Greater Wellington’s Regional Policy Statement. A 

recommendation will not be considered fully implemented until the changes in the RPS are fully 

operative as until then they are subject to change through the RMA Schedule 1 process and the 

freshwater planning process.  

Note that the category ‘To be commissioned by deliverables’ indicates that the work is not currently 

being implemented so needs to be commissioned. This means an assessment has been made that a 

new deliverable is required to implement the recommendation, including identifying which 

organisation will lead its implementation. These are the outstanding recommendations that need 

resourcing and need to go through the relevant lead agency’s business planning and prioritisation 

processes to be confirmed. 

Summary of Progress 

The table and pie chart below show progress towards implementation of the WIP.  

Many of the WIP recommendations require multiple agencies to work together to implement the 

more urban water quality focused recommendations. In some cases, this has meant implementation 

has been slower but is considered worthwhile to create more integrated practices.  

A reasonable proportion of the non-regulatory recommendations are underway as they’ve been 

picked up through business-as-usual work in the years since the WIP was completed. The Porirua 

WIP has the highest number of fully implemented WIP recommendations. This is mostly a result of 

some regulation changes and work undertaken by Porirua City Council e.g., updating bylaws.  

Implementation Category 
Number of 

recommendations  

Fully implemented 10 

Regulatory change underway 31 

Currently being implemented (non-regulatory) 34 

To be commissioned by deliverables (non-regulatory) 17 

Other 0 

Total 92 

Note: The numbers in the table exceed the number of recommendations in the WIP as some 

recommendations have multiple sub-recommendations to be implemented through different 

mechanisms. 
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Accessing the WIP 

This report needs to read in conjunction with WIP which can be accessed here: Te-Awarua-o-Porirua-

Whatiua-Implementation-Programme.pdf (gw.govt.nz). The WIP provides the context to each 

recommendation. 
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https://www.gw.govt.nz/assets/Documents/2021/11/Te-Awarua-o-Porirua-Whatiua-Implementation-Programme.pdf
https://www.gw.govt.nz/assets/Documents/2021/11/Te-Awarua-o-Porirua-Whatiua-Implementation-Programme.pdf
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Te Awarua-o-Porirua – Progress by Individual Recommendation 

Rec # Recommendation wording Implementation 
category 

Comment 

1 
Greater Wellington amends the Proposed Natural Resources Plan (PNRP) to include the objectives set out in 
Table 3 and 4 (including the numeric objectives in Appendix 3) and the narrative objectives in Section 4.8. 

Natural Resources 
Plan (NRP), Plan 
Change by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington (GW) through its regulatory programmes of 
work. 

2 

Greater Wellington undertakes a full review at the next regional plan review (in 10 years) on progress towards 
achieving the objectives in this Whaitua Implementation Programme (WIP) and the effectiveness of the 
management responses and makes changes as necessary to the PNRP to ensure progress is satisfactory. 

Currently being 
implemented 

Greater Wellington led.  

This is a regulatory review that will happen at the appropriate time but won’t be 
completed through either of the 2023 or 2024 plan changes as it’s a review of the 
progress from the changes made in those plan changes. 

3    

3.1 

Greater Wellington works with Ngāti Toa Rangatira, Porirua City Council (PCC) and Wellington Water through 
various mechanisms (including the Harbour Strategy) to implement this WIP and prioritise actions within the 
Rangituhi water management unit (WMU) and the catchments that contribute to hotspot areas of elevated 
metal concentrations within the harbour.  This work will comprise: 

• identifying the catchments that contribute to the harbour hotspot areas 

• identifying areas of piped stream in the lower reaches of the Rangituhi WMU that could be day-lighted 

• targeting a pollution prevention programme (Recommendation 36) within these catchments. 

[Note: text shown as crossed out shows which parts of a recommendation are being implemented through other 

sub-recommendations. The text that has been crossed out here in sub-recommendation 3.1 can be found in 

recommendations 3.2 and 3.3] 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

3.2 

Greater Wellington works with Ngāti Toa Rangatira, PCC and Wellington Water through various mechanisms 
(including the Harbour Strategy) to implement this WIP and prioritise actions within the Rangituhi WMU and the 
catchments that contribute to hotspot areas of elevated metal concentrations within the harbour.  This work will 
comprise: 

• identifying the catchments that contribute to the harbour hotspot areas 

• identifying areas of piped stream in the lower reaches of the Rangituhi WMU that could be day-lighted 

• targeting a pollution prevention programme (Recommendation 36) within these catchments. 

 

To be 
commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Map of streams that could be feasibly daylighted. 

Porirua City Council led. 

NB: relates to second bullet point in the recommendation. 

Proposed as a digital map showing all streams that could be daylighted. To be 
succeeded by a feasibility assessment and to identify next steps for subsequent 
implementation (for this deliverable to provide value). Could help form part of a 
wider catchment plan. 

3.3 

Greater Wellington works with Ngāti Toa Rangatira, PCC and Wellington Water through various mechanisms 
(including the Harbour Strategy) to implement this WIP and prioritise actions within the Rangituhi WMU and the 

To be 
commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Reinstate Take Charge Programme. 
 
Greater Wellington led. 
 
Proposed as reinstatement of Greater Wellington’s previous Take Charge 
Programme. 
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catchments that contribute to hotspot areas of elevated metal concentrations within the harbour.  This work will 
comprise: 

• identifying the catchments that contribute to the harbour hotspot areas 

• identifying areas of piped stream in the lower reaches of the Rangituhi WMU that could be day-lighted 

• targeting a pollution prevention programme (Recommendation 36) within these catchments. 

 

 
NB this is also the deliverable for recommendations 36.2, 36.3, 37 and 39 (also Te 
Whanganui-a-Tara recommendation 46). 

4 
Greater Wellington amends the policy and rule framework of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan (PNRP) to set 
water quality limits and targets for E.coli for each freshwater water management unit (WMU) within Te Awarua-
o-Porirua Whaitua, in accordance with the E.coli objectives set out in Table 14 (Appendix 3). 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

5 
Greater Wellington amends the policy and rule framework of the PNRP to set water quality limits and targets for 
ammonia for each freshwater WMU within Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua, in accordance with the ammonia 
objectives in Table 15 (Appendix 3). 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

6 
Greater Wellington amends the policy and rule framework of the PNRP to set total nitrogen and total 
phosphorus load limits entering the Onepoto Arm WMU and Pauatahanui Inlet WMU to maintain the current 
loads (as shown in Tables 5 and 6). 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

7 
Greater Wellington amends the policy and rule framework of the PNRP to set total zinc and copper load limits 
and targets entering the Onepoto Arm WMU and Pauatahanui Inlet WMU, in accordance with Tables 7 and 8. 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

8 
Greater Wellington amends the policy and rule framework of the PNRP to set sediment load limits and targets 
entering the Onepoto Arm WMU and Pauatahanui Inlet WMU, in accordance with Table 9. 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

9 
Greater Wellington amends the policy and rule framework of the PNRP to include incrementally decreasing limits 
for each contaminant over time. 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

10 
Greater Wellington amends the policy and rule framework of the PNRP to set nutrient concentration criteria for 
DIN and DRP concentrations for each freshwater WMU within Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua, in accordance with 
Table 10. 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

11 

Together with Harbour Strategy partners Porirua City Council (PCC), Wellington City Council (WCC) and Ngāti Toa 
Rangatira, Greater Wellington develops and implements an aquatic ecosystem and habitat strategy for Te 
Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua to achieve the freshwater and coastal water objectives.  

Greater Wellington amends the PNRP to include this strategy as a method for achievement of the objectives.  

The strategy must include the following components. 

1) Baseline assessment including identification, analysis and mapping of: 

- aquatic habitats, including wetland seep areas and streams (perennial, intermittent and ephemeral) 

- existing riparian vegetation and its protection (e.g. fenced areas) and 

- areas of ecological significance, including spawning areas. 

 

2) Identification of factors affecting ecosystem health including: 

Currently being 
implemented 

Multiple leads. 

This recommendation is being implemented through multiple mechanisms: 

• Catchment plans, including where required through the National Policy 
Statement for Freshwater Management (NPS-FM) will encompass an 
ecosystem action plan. 

• Changes to the Natural Resources Plan (NRP) will include policies and 
methods to implement the National Policy Statement for Freshwater 
Management (NPS-FM) to formulate action plans which include limits and 
timeframes. 

• Greater Wellington’s science work informs water quality limits. 

• Ecosystem health work on attributes has been done. 

• Porirua City Council commissioned the Cardno report which looks at 
existing riparian vegetation across the catchment and opportunities.  
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- locations with streambank erosion 

- stormwater outfalls and retaining structures 

- high-risk sediment source areas 

- fish passage barriers and 

- modified areas of water courses (e.g. straightened, piped, hard edged or bottomed streams). 

 

3) Implementation plan, including: 

- prioritisation  

- criteria for re-vegetation and other measurable targets 

- targets and timeframes to protect and restore aquatic habitats and  

- a description of commitments by Greater Wellington and landowners. 

 
When developing and implementing the strategy, Greater Wellington should: 

- work with landowners, councils, sectors and community groups 

- incorporate traditional and local knowledge  

- ensure all riparian margins on Greater Wellington land are protected and planted (where practicable) as 

a matter of priority to showcase best practice 

- align with existing programmes, including those in the Te Awarua-o-Porirua Harbour and Catchment 

Strategy and Action Plan and 

- recognise, review and align with PNRP changes, including schedules identifying areas of significance. 

 
This aquatic ecosystem and habitat strategy will inform the actions of Harbour Strategy partners (Greater 
Wellington, PCC, WCC and Ngāti Toa Rangatira) in the updated Harbour Strategy. 
 

• Wetlands not currently assessed but will be before 2030 as part of national 
regulation requirements (National Environmental Standard for 
Freshwater). 

• Work has been undertaken on spawning areas. 

• Locations of streambank erosion and high-risk sediment source areas have 
been identified at the sub-catchment scale, based on whaitua modelling. 
Greater Wellington technical action plans will be further refined through 
catchment plans. 

• Fish passage barriers have been mapped by Greater Wellington (but 
excluding piped etc where there is no access). 

• NB Wellington Water will hold information on outfall structures. 

• Greater Wellington is currently prioritising areas and interventions with 
greatest impact through technical actions plans. 

12    

12.1 

Greater Wellington, WCC and PCC amend the policy and rule framework in the PNRP and district plans to control 
the effects of urban development on riparian margins. The framework must require: 

• setbacks from streams for any activity (excluding riparian restoration activities) 

• restrictions on hard surfaces. 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

12.2 

 

Greater Wellington, WCC and PCC amend the policy and rule framework in the PNRP and district plans to control 
the effects of urban development on riparian margins. The framework must require: 

• setbacks from streams for any activity (excluding riparian restoration activities) 

• restrictions on hard surfaces. 

 

Currently being 
implemented 

NB relates to second bullet point in the recommendation. 

Being implemented through changes to WCC and PCC district plans. Addressed 
through Greater Wellington submitting on District Plans where necessary.  
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13 

Greater Wellington work with WCC and PCC: 

• to identify options to protect, restore and enhance riparian margins in greenfield and brownfield 

developments 

• on a Whaitua-wide riparian protection, planting and maintenance programme by: 

- increasing funding (and awareness of existing funding) for riparian protection and restoration 

(including fencing, planting and maintenance)  

- building partnerships and supporting existing and new restoration projects  

- providing educational programmes and expert advice. 

Currently being 
implemented 

Porirua City Council and Greater Wellington led. 

Porirua City Council have a Ministry for the Environment (MfE) funded programme 
that encompasses all parts of the recommendation. 

Also addressed through consenting business as usual (developments). 

Greater Wellington Catchment Management Plans will also provide assurance in 
this area. 

14 

Greater Wellington amends the PNRP policy and rule framework to require, where necessary: 

• protection and restoration of all aquatic ecosystems in the Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua 

• the avoidance of reclamation and/or drainage of beds of lakes, streams (including intermittent) and 

wetlands, with no exemption for special housing areas and urban growth areas. 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

15 

Greater Wellington works with PCC, WCC and Wellington Water to identify opportunities to enhance the natural 
form, character, ecosystem health and capacity for mahinga kai of streams and the harbour, including: 

• restoring modified streams, including hard-edged, hard-bottomed (e.g. concreted) or channelled sections, 

to provide physical diversity of banks and bed habitat 

• restoring natural meander in straightened channels  

• restoring piped or culverted reaches to a more natural state by daylighting streams 

• protecting native aquatic species habitat  

• protecting fish passage, including removal of tide valves from stream outlets or use of valves which enable 

fish passage and 

• investigating fish passage barriers in piped streams and developing methods to enhance their ecological 

connectivity. 

 

Currently being 
implemented 

Will be achieved through implementation of Recommendation 11 and other 
initiatives. 

16 

Greater Wellington works towards reducing streambank erosion by: 

• investigating the causes of streambank erosion 

• identifying land-use activities that contribute to streambank erosion 

• exploring options for streambank protection and rehabilitation, including options to support and 

incentivise landowner action. 

Currently being 
implemented 

This recommendation is being implemented for rural settings. 

Wellington Water has established an urban stormwater design standard (relates to 
third bullet). 

17 

Greater Wellington works together with Ngāti Toa Rangatira, Porirua City Council (PCC), Wellington City Council 
(WCC) and other relevant stakeholders to help set up and/or support catchment and community groups to 
identify and implement optimal local solutions to achieve the objectives, limits and targets in this WIP. 

Currently being 
implemented 

Multiple leads. 

Currently being implemented through: 

• Community Environment Fund - Contestable fund (Greater Wellington and 
Ngāti Toa). 

• Porirua City Council riparian planting, starting new community groups and 
existing groups. 

• Greater Wellington is supporting a community catchment group.  
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18    

18.1 

Greater Wellington, WCC, PCC and Wellington Water work together to raise water literacy, awareness of 
receiving freshwater and marine environments, and consumption and conservation practices. This work will be 
coordinated and delivered through various mechanisms (including the Harbour Strategy) and should include: 

• PCC and WCC adding an ‘Environmental Water Zone’ to residential and commercial Land Information 
Memorandum (LIM) reports to link properties with receiving freshwater and marine environments  

• naming streams from headwaters to the harbour, including piped sections and drains, and using these in 
stormwater network infrastructure and asset plans  

• installing signs at all freshwater outlets into the harbour, including pipes, to indicate that they are streams 

• Greater Wellington developing an online interactive mapping tool with a GIS layer identifying WMUs and 
associated streams, including headwaters. 

 

Currently being 
implemented 

Porirua City Council led. 

NB relates to bullet points 2-4. 

These three bullet points are currently being implemented through Porirua City 
Council initiatives. However, the last is to catchment level not Water Management 
Unit (WMU) specifically although this is not expected to undermine the usefulness 
of this information. 

Need to measure what the current level of awareness is (baseline) so we can 
measure the success of future work. 

18.2 

Greater Wellington, WCC, PCC and Wellington Water work together to raise water literacy, awareness of 
receiving freshwater and marine environments, and consumption and conservation practices. This work will be 
coordinated and delivered through various mechanisms (including the Harbour Strategy) and should include: 

• PCC and WCC adding an ‘Environmental Water Zone’ to residential and commercial Land Information 
Memorandum (LIM) reports to link properties with receiving freshwater and marine environments  

• naming streams from headwaters to the harbour, including piped sections and drains, and using these in 
stormwater network infrastructure and asset plans  

• installing signs at all freshwater outlets into the harbour, including pipes, to indicate that they are streams 

• Greater Wellington developing an online interactive mapping tool with a GIS layer identifying WMUs and 
associated streams, including headwaters. 

 

To be 
commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Receiving environments on Land Information 
Memorandum (LIM) reports. 

Porirua City Council and Wellington City Council led. 

NB relates to the first bullet point in the recommendation. 

Proposed deliverable is work programme to develop a process to identify 
information to be applied to LIMs. Then implement and notify the changes. 

Potentially a more effective outcome might be achieved by providing information 
as part of the new resident packs sent out by Porirua City Council. 

19    

19.1 

Innovation in land and water management practice in Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua is encouraged and actively 
facilitated by Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC and Wellington Water, including by: 

• regularly monitoring and reviewing progress towards achieving the freshwater and coastal water 
objectives as set out in this WIP and the updated Harbour Strategy and the effectiveness of the 
management responses 

• adding a policy into the PNRP, to be considered in resource consent processes, that recognises the value 
of innovative practice in the achievement of the objectives of Te Awarua-o-Porirua Harbour Whaitua 

• taking opportunities for ongoing plan changes and updates to guidance documents to provide for 
innovative practice 

• avoiding resource consent conditions that would prevent trialling of alternative management approaches 

To be 
commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Whaitua Monitoring Plan encompassing each freshwater 
management unit (FMU). 

Greater Wellington led. 

NB relates to the first bullet point in the recommendation. 

Proposed as a Word document for each Whaitua. Each FMU is to be represented. 
To meet requirements of NFS-FM 2020 s3.18.    

Note: although each FMU will be addressed, this will not necessarily mean 
monitoring sites will be implemented.  Modelling or extrapolation may be utilised. 

To action the plan, a revised monitoring programme will need to be put in place. 
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• encouraging and providing opportunities for landowners and sector groups to develop innovative practice 

• investing in research and development to identify and adopt innovative practice. 

 

NB this deliverable is also used for recommendations 22 and 73 (and also across 
other WIPs). 

19.2 

Innovation in land and water management practice in Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua is encouraged and actively 
facilitated by Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC and Wellington Water, including by: 

• regularly monitoring and reviewing progress towards achieving the freshwater and coastal water 
objectives as set out in this WIP and the updated Harbour Strategy and the effectiveness of the 
management responses 

• adding a policy into the PNRP, to be considered in resource consent processes, that recognises the value 
of innovative practice in the achievement of the objectives of Te Awarua-o-Porirua Harbour Whaitua 

• taking opportunities for ongoing plan changes and updates to guidance documents to provide for 
innovative practice 

• avoiding resource consent conditions that would prevent trialling of alternative management approaches 

• encouraging and providing opportunities for landowners and sector groups to develop innovative practice  

• investing in research and development to identify and adopt innovative practice. 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

19.3 

Innovation in land and water management practice in Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua is encouraged and actively 
facilitated by Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC and Wellington Water, including by: 

• regularly monitoring and reviewing progress towards achieving the freshwater and coastal water 
objectives as set out in this WIP and the updated Harbour Strategy and the effectiveness of the 
management responses 

• adding a policy into the PNRP, to be considered in resource consent processes, that recognises the value 
of innovative practice in the achievement of the objectives of Te Awarua-o-Porirua Harbour Whaitua 

• taking opportunities for ongoing plan changes and updates to guidance documents to provide for 
innovative practice 

• avoiding resource consent conditions that would prevent trialling of alternative management approaches 

• encouraging and providing opportunities for landowners and sector groups to develop innovative practice  

• investing in research and development to identify and adopt innovative practice. 

Currently being 
implemented 

Greater Wellington led. 

NB relates to bullet points 3-6 in the recommendation. 

Greater Wellington is constrained by the Resource Management Act (RMA) to 
implement good management practice, rather than adaptive management. 
However, innovation is accommodated as part of the consents rather than 
conditions. Greater Wellington is already working to allow innovation where 
possible within the constraints.  

Greater Wellington provides incentives to improve good management practice 
understanding and is actively engaging in grant support for water quality 
improvement. 

20    

20.1 
Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC and Wellington Water maximise opportunities to demonstrate good management 
practice in respect of ecosystem health and water management, including by: 

To be 
commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Water sensitive design guidelines for GW projects   

Greater Wellington led. 
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• demonstrating water-sensitive urban design practice on projects such as town centre redevelopments, 
transport hubs and buildings  

• replacing copper brake pads in fleet vehicles with low copper or copper-free alternatives  

• increasing targeted street sweeping in high traffic locations  

• demonstrating and showcasing good practice land and ecosystem management on council land, including 
in Greater Wellington’s regional parks  

• promoting good practice by community and industry  

• identifying opportunities to promote best practice water management messages through the media.  

These opportunities will be identified and delivered through the various mechanisms, including the Harbour 
Strategy.  They may also be included in other planning documents developed by Greater Wellington and the 
contributing agencies such as the Parks Network Plan. 

NB relates to the first bullet point of the recommendation. 

Potential to incorporate an assessment of Water Sensitive Urban Design into 
project guidelines for all GW projects.  

20.2 

Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC and Wellington Water maximise opportunities to demonstrate good management 
practice in respect of ecosystem health and water management, including by: 

• demonstrating water-sensitive urban design practice on projects such as town centre redevelopments, 
transport hubs and buildings  

• replacing copper brake pads in fleet vehicles with low copper or copper-free alternatives.  

• increasing targeted street sweeping in high traffic locations PCC and WCC to lead 

• demonstrating and showcasing good practice land and ecosystem management on council land, including 
in Greater Wellington’s regional parks  

• promoting good practice by community and industry  

• identifying opportunities to promote best practice water management messages through the media.  

These opportunities will be identified and delivered through the various mechanisms, including the Harbour 
Strategy.  They may also be included in other planning documents developed by Greater Wellington and the 
contributing agencies such as the Parks Network Plan. 

Currently being 
implemented 

This recommendation is being managed by Greater Wellington as part of a wider 
work programme of zinc and copper related recommendations.   
  
It includes liaising with the Greater Wellington fleet manager and with Metlink 
regarding the bus fleet.  
 

Wellington Water has a voluntary measure in it’s draft Stormwater Management 
Strategy to lead by example in replacing copper brake pads in its fleet.   
 
Unknown whether PCC and WCC are taking actions to implement this 
recommendation.  

 

20.3 

Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC and Wellington Water maximise opportunities to demonstrate good management 
practice in respect of ecosystem health and water management, including by: 

• demonstrating water-sensitive urban design practice on projects such as town centre redevelopments, 
transport hubs and buildings  

• replacing copper brake pads in fleet vehicles with low copper or copper-free alternatives  

• increasing targeted street sweeping in high traffic locations  

• demonstrating and showcasing good practice land and ecosystem management on council land, including 
in Greater Wellington’s regional parks is being implemented through GW parks.  

Currently being 
implemented 

This is a measure being proposed in Wellington Water’s draft Stormwater 
Management Strategy. It will be implemented when the stormwater consent is 
granted. 
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• promoting good practice by community and industry PCC and WCC led urban focussed (picking after dogs, 
industry discharge etc) 

• identifying opportunities to promote best practice water management messages through the media. 
Implemented Wellington Water led. Also GW Listen to the Water etc. 

These opportunities will be identified and delivered through the various mechanisms, including the Harbour 
Strategy.  They may also be included in other planning documents developed by Greater Wellington and the 
contributing agencies such as the Parks Network Plan. 

20.4 

Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC and Wellington Water maximise opportunities to demonstrate good management 
practice in respect of ecosystem health and water management, including by: 

• demonstrating water-sensitive urban design practice on projects such as town centre redevelopments, 
transport hubs and buildings  

• replacing copper brake pads in fleet vehicles with low copper or copper-free alternatives  

• increasing targeted street sweeping in high traffic locations  

• demonstrating and showcasing good practice land and ecosystem management on council land, including 
in Greater Wellington’s regional parks.  

• promoting good practice by community and industry  

• identifying opportunities to promote best practice water management messages through the media.  

These opportunities will be identified and delivered through the various mechanisms, including the Harbour 
Strategy.  They may also be included in other planning documents developed by Greater Wellington and the 
contributing agencies such as the Parks Network Plan. 

Currently being 
implemented 

Greater Wellington and Wellington Water led. 

NB relates to bullet points four and six of the recommendation. 

Bullet point 4 is being implemented through Greater Wellington Parks 
management.  

These opportunities will be identified and delivered through the various 
mechanisms, including the Harbour Strategy. 

They may also be included in other planning documents developed by Greater 
Wellington and the contributing agencies e.g., the GW Parks Network Plan. 

Bullet point 6 is being implemented through a number of initiatives, particularly by 
Wellington Water. Greater Wellington also have Listen to the Water, etc. 

20.5 

Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC and Wellington Water maximise opportunities to demonstrate good management 
practice in respect of ecosystem health and water management, including by: 

• demonstrating water-sensitive urban design practice on projects such as town centre redevelopments, 
transport hubs and buildings  

• replacing copper brake pads in fleet vehicles with low copper or copper-free alternatives  

• increasing targeted street sweeping in high traffic locations  

• demonstrating and showcasing good practice land and ecosystem management on council land, including 
in Greater Wellington’s regional parks  

• promoting good practice by community and industry  

• identifying opportunities to promote best practice water management messages through the media.  

These opportunities will be identified and delivered through the various mechanisms, including the Harbour 
Strategy.  They may also be included in other planning documents developed by Greater Wellington and the 
contributing agencies such as the Parks Network Plan. 

To be 
commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Promoting good practice for community and industry. 

Porirua City Council and Wellington City Council led. 

Format of the deliverable to be determined by leads (Wellington City Council and 
Porirua City Council). 

Urban focussed (picking after dogs, industry discharge, etc). 

Note: An industrial health check programme is being proposed by Wellington 
Water as part of the draft Stormwater Management Strategy. Would need to be 
worked on with TAs and GWRC to partly implement this recommendation.  
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21 
Greater Wellington undertakes an exercise to determine additional investigations and monitoring needed to 
better understand the causes and effects of poor water quality to inform future management. 

Currently being 
implemented 

Fundamental role of Greater Wellington’s science work which is being 
implemented. No specifics mentioned beyond this that can be identified as new 
deliverables. 

22 

Greater Wellington works with relevant agencies and groups to support citizen science initiatives that enable 
communities to assess stream health and evaluate management activities. To be 

commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Whaitua Monitoring Plan encompassing each FMU. 

Greater Wellington led. 

See recommendation 19.1 for details which shares this deliverable  

23    

23.1 

Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC and Wellington Water reviews their compliance and enforcement practices to 
ensure: 

• a consistent and reliable approach between institutions to the enforcement of all water-related policies, 
bylaws and regulations, creating a clear pathway for changing practice 

• regulations are applied fairly and consistently  

• sufficient resource is committed for compliance and enforcement activities, including the collection of 
financial fines for infringements 

• local communities are provided with enough information to enable them to more effectively assist with 
reporting of non-compliance and pollution incidents to the council. 

 

Currently being 
implemented 

Greater Wellington led. 

Note: Relates to the first three of four bullet points in the recommendation. 

‘REPO’ forum provides coordination across Councils. Other Councils refer to 
Greater Wellington for wetlands and streams, etc. Greater Wellington has 
employed an additional three FTEs for enforcement with a further three planned 
through the Long-Term Plan (LTP). 

Work is underway on national compliance monitoring and enforcement, which 
crosses territorial authorities. Greater Wellington is undertaking a strategic 
compliance review which will align with the national compliance framework. As 
part of this, the recommendations of the WIPs are being reviewed and includes 
incident response (hotline). 

23.2 

Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC and Wellington Water reviews their compliance and enforcement practices to 
ensure: 

• a consistent and reliable approach between institutions to the enforcement of all water-related policies, 
bylaws and regulations, creating a clear pathway for changing practice 

• regulations are applied fairly and consistently  

• sufficient resource is committed for compliance and enforcement activities, including the collection of 
financial fines for infringements 

• local communities are provided with enough information to enable them to more effectively assist with 
reporting of non-compliance and pollution incidents to the council. 

 

To be 
commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Reinstate Take Charge Programme 

See recommendation 3.3 for details. 

24 

Greater Wellington, Wellington City Council (WCC), Porirua City Council (PCC) and Wellington Water look at 
options for spatial planning for the future development of Te-Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua. 

Currently being 
implemented 

Greater Wellington led. 

Being implemented via the new Spatial Planning Act and Natural and Built 
Environment Act, etc, if and when they are introduced as law. In interim some 
work underway identifying areas where development is not required etc. 
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25 

Greater Wellington, WCC, PCC and Wellington Water work to align urban growth planning within Te Awarua-o-
Porirua Whaitua to achieve social, cultural, economic and environmental objectives that provide for the values of 
Ngāti Toa Rangatira and the community. Consideration must be given to the: 

• National Policy Statement for Urban Development Capacity, including the results from the Wellington 
Housing and Business Capacity Assessment 

• National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management, including the freshwater objectives, limits and 
targets for Te Awarua-o-Porirua Harbour and streams 

• full cost of urban development, including construction and maintenance of infrastructure over its lifetime 

• specific characteristics of Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua, including the relationship with Ngāti Toa 
Rangatira, topography, demography, transport infrastructure and urban form. 

 

RPS 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

This has been partly implemented through notification of the Proposed Regional 
Policy Statement Change 1 in August 2022. There are updated provisions around 
urban development, freshwater and indigenous biodiversity.  

26 

Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC and Wellington Water work together to provide a clear cohesive policy direction 
and align and streamline planning processes. This work may include: 

• amendments to the Regional Policy Statement for the Wellington Region to guide regional and district plan 
changes 

• alignment of strategic plans, regional plans, district plans, and infrastructure plans and supporting 
documentation including water-sensitive urban design guidelines 

• joint resource consent application processing 

• joint plan change processing to add new urban areas to existing zoned areas 

• distinction in respect of any jurisdictional overlap 

• utilising the transfer of powers or delegated authority provisions in the RMA. 

 

Currently being 
implemented 

Greater Wellington led. 

This has been partly implemented through notification of the Proposed Regional 
Policy Statement (RPS) Change 1 in August 2022. The Proposed RPS requires joint 
consent processing for notified consents for urban development. It also provides 
further direction where there is jurisdictional overlap between regional council and 
territorial authorities.  

Remaining implementation will be largely achieved through upcoming Resource 
Management Act reform and local government reform. 

 

 

 

27 
Greater Wellington amends the PNRP to include a policy and rule framework that identifies the urban area and 
controls the location and extent of new urban development areas within Te-Awarua-o-Porirua. The framework 
must set a more stringent rule activity status for new urban development outside of the identified urban area. 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

28    

28.1 

Greater Wellington, WCC and PCC amend the policy and rule framework in the PNRP and the district plans to 
control the effects of urban development on water quality and catchment hydrology. In particular the policy and 
rule framework must: 

• require the design, construction and maintenance of developments to demonstrate good practice in water 
sensitive urban design 

• specify that a certain percentage of the mean annual volume of the catchment be treated by an approved 
device(s) to achieve a certain percentage reduction in total zinc and copper, these being proxies for a suite 
of other contaminants  

• manage the effects from both small infill developments and larger scale brownfield and greenfield 
developments through permitted activity conditions and the resource consenting process. 

 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 
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28.2 

Greater Wellington, WCC and PCC amend the policy and rule framework in the PNRP and the district plans to 
control the effects of urban development on water quality and catchment hydrology. In particular the policy and 
rule framework must: 

• require the design, construction and maintenance of developments to demonstrate good practice in water 
sensitive urban design 

• specify that a certain percentage of the mean annual volume of the catchment be treated by an approved 
device(s) to achieve a certain percentage reduction in total zinc and copper, these being proxies for a suite 
of other contaminants  

• manage the effects from both small infill developments and larger scale brownfield and greenfield 
developments through permitted activity conditions and the resource consenting process. 

 

RPS 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

This has been partly implemented through notification of the Proposed Regional 
Policy Statement (RPS) Change 1 in August 2022. The Proposed RPS directs district 
councils to require water sensitive urban design and includes a new definition of 
hydraulic controls as per this WIP recommendation. District plans will be required 
to consider the effects of both brownfield and greenfield development on 
freshwater and the harbour. 

Further implementation of this recommendation will be through changes to the 
relevant district plans.   

29 

Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC and Wellington Water look for opportunities to initiate and incentivise the 
adoption of good practice in water-sensitive urban design, including through: 

• development and implementation of an education programme for consultants, developers and council 
staff on the new policy direction and ways to meet requirements 

• programmes that improve industry and council capability and capacity 

• financial incentives 

• recognition and acknowledgement of good practice through certification schemes and design 
competitions. 

 

To be 
commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Water Sensitive Urban Design Work Programme 

Greater Wellington led.  

Work programme with specified deliverables. Work would likely include 
developing water sensitive urban design guidelines along the lines of GD04 
developed by Auckland Council. All organisations would have a role in 
implementing this recommendation.  

30    

30.1 

Greater Wellington, WCC and PCC amend the policy and rule framework in the PNRP and/ the  district plans, to 

control hydrological impacts of urban development by ensuring that the design, construction and maintenance of 

new developments manage stormwater runoff to mitigate changes in runoff volumes and flow rates. This will be 

achieved through good practice in water-sensitive urban design. In particular the policy and rule framework must 

require the following from developers. 

 

For greenfield development: 

• the modelled mean annual runoff volume generated by the fully developed area must not exceed the 

mean annual runoff volume modelled from the site in an undeveloped (pastoral) state 
NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 
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• the modelled mean annual exceedance frequency of the 2-year Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) so-
called ‘channel forming’ (or ‘bankfull’) flow for the point where the fully developed area discharges to a 
stream must not exceed the mean annual exceedance frequency modelled for the same site and flow 
event arising from the area in an undeveloped (pastoral) state. 

For brownfield and infill development: 

• the modelled mean annual runoff volume generated by the fully developed area must, when compared to 
the mean annual runoff volume modelled for the site prior to the brownfield or infill development, be 
reduced as far as practicable towards the mean annual runoff volume modelled for the site in an 
undeveloped state 

• the modelled mean annual exceedance frequency of the 2-year ARI so-called ‘channel forming’ (or 
‘bankfull’) flow for the point where the fully developed area discharges to a stream, or stormwater 
network, shall be reduced as far as practicable towards the mean annual exceedance frequency modelled 
for the same site and flow event in an undeveloped state. (See also implementation notes, below.) 

Implementation notes for Recommendation 30 

• Potential developers will be required to demonstrate compliance with the above hydrological limits 
through the process of obtaining resource consent. 

• The policy and rule framework will include a permitted activity threshold for small brownfield and infill 
developments, above which a consent pathway is required to demonstrate compliance with the 
hydrological limits. The permitted activity provision will include conditions requiring prescriptive, 
demonstrable minimum standards of practice to be met for small activities to be permitted. 

• Guidance will be provided on acceptable models for developers to use in their consent application to 
demonstrate compliance with limits. This will include guidance on acceptable assumptions around the 
meaning of ‘undeveloped state’. The same model must be used to assess the pre-, post- and undeveloped 
state for a given development application, in order to provide a robust assessment against the limits. 

• For brownfield and infill developments, the practicability of the proposed reductions in mean annual 
runoff volume and mean annual exceedance frequency must be justified in the consent application for the 
proposed development. 

 

30.2 

Greater Wellington, WCC and PCC amend the policy and rule framework in the PNRP and/ the  district plans, to 

control hydrological impacts of urban development by ensuring that the design, construction and maintenance of 

new developments manage stormwater runoff to mitigate changes in runoff volumes and flow rates. This will be 

achieved through good practice in water-sensitive urban design. In particular the policy and rule framework must 

require the following from developers. 

 

For greenfield development: 

• the modelled mean annual runoff volume generated by the fully developed area must not exceed the 

mean annual runoff volume modelled from the site in an undeveloped (pastoral) state 

RPS 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

This has been partly implemented through notification of the Proposed Regional 
Policy Statement (RPS) Change 1 in August 2022. The Proposed RPS requires 
district plans to manage the runoff from development as per the definition of 
hydrological controls in this WIP recommendation.  

Further implementation of this recommendation will be through changes to the 
relevant district plans.   
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• the modelled mean annual exceedance frequency of the 2-year Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) so-
called ‘channel forming’ (or ‘bankfull’) flow for the point where the fully developed area discharges to a 
stream must not exceed the mean annual exceedance frequency modelled for the same site and flow 
event arising from the area in an undeveloped (pastoral) state. 

For brownfield and infill development: 

• the modelled mean annual runoff volume generated by the fully developed area must, when compared to 
the mean annual runoff volume modelled for the site prior to the brownfield or infill development, be 
reduced as far as practicable towards the mean annual runoff volume modelled for the site in an 
undeveloped state 

• the modelled mean annual exceedance frequency of the 2-year ARI so-called ‘channel forming’ (or 
‘bankfull’) flow for the point where the fully developed area discharges to a stream, or stormwater 
network, shall be reduced as far as practicable towards the mean annual exceedance frequency modelled 
for the same site and flow event in an undeveloped state. (See also implementation notes, below.) 

Implementation notes for Recommendation 30 

• Potential developers will be required to demonstrate compliance with the above hydrological limits 
through the process of obtaining resource consent. 

• The policy and rule framework will include a permitted activity threshold for small brownfield and infill 
developments, above which a consent pathway is required to demonstrate compliance with the 
hydrological limits. The permitted activity provision will include conditions requiring prescriptive, 
demonstrable minimum standards of practice to be met for small activities to be permitted. 

• Guidance will be provided on acceptable models for developers to use in their consent application to 
demonstrate compliance with limits. This will include guidance on acceptable assumptions around the 
meaning of ‘undeveloped state’. The same model must be used to assess the pre-, post- and undeveloped 
state for a given development application, in order to provide a robust assessment against the limits. 

• For brownfield and infill developments, the practicability of the proposed reductions in mean annual 
runoff volume and mean annual exceedance frequency must be justified in the consent application for the 
proposed development. 

 

31    
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31.1 

Greater Wellington amends the policy and rule framework in the PNRP to manage and progressively improve 

stormwater discharges to achieve the freshwater and coastal water objectives, limits and targets for Te Awarua-

o-Porirua. In developing the amended framework Greater Wellington must:  

 

• tailor the framework to the different scales and types of stormwater discharges such as for individual 
properties, state highways and local authority stormwater networks 

• include a more stringent rule activity status for stormwater discharges that discharge into waterbodies 
where the current water quality is worse than the limit or target compared to those catchments where 
current water quality is better than the limit for a respective contaminant 

• investigate the potential to increase the alignment of the resource consent requirements with the service 
planning function undertaken by Wellington Water  

• include requirements for resource consent applications and stormwater management strategies to 
demonstrate how they will meet the freshwater and coastal water objectives, limits and targets in this 
WIP, including a staged approach to meet progressively reducing limits 

• include policy direction to target ‘priority’ areas in both freshwater and coastal environments by 
prioritising improvements in the stormwater network. 

 

Fully implemented 

The tailored framework was implemented through the decisions of the PNRP.   

31.2 

Greater Wellington amends the policy and rule framework in the PNRP to manage and progressively improve 

stormwater discharges to achieve the freshwater and coastal water objectives, limits and targets for Te Awarua-

o-Porirua. In developing the amended framework Greater Wellington must:  

 

• tailor the framework to the different scales and types of stormwater discharges such as for individual 
properties, state highways and local authority stormwater networks 

• include a more stringent rule activity status for stormwater discharges that discharge into waterbodies 
where the current water quality is worse than the limit or target compared to those catchments where 
current water quality is better than the limit for a respective contaminant 

• investigate the potential to increase the alignment of the resource consent requirements with the service 
planning function undertaken by Wellington Water  

• include requirements for resource consent applications and stormwater management strategies to 
demonstrate how they will meet the freshwater and coastal water objectives, limits and targets in this 
WIP, including a staged approach to meet progressively reducing limits 

• include policy direction to target ‘priority’ areas in both freshwater and coastal environments by 
prioritising improvements in the stormwater network. 

 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 
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31.3 

Greater Wellington amends the policy and rule framework in the PNRP to manage and progressively improve 

stormwater discharges to achieve the freshwater and coastal water objectives, limits and targets for Te Awarua-

o-Porirua. In developing the amended framework Greater Wellington must:  

 

• tailor the framework to the different scales and types of stormwater discharges such as for individual 
properties, state highways and local authority stormwater networks 

• include a more stringent rule activity status for stormwater discharges that discharge into waterbodies 
where the current water quality is worse than the limit or target compared to those catchments where 
current water quality is better than the limit for a respective contaminant 

• investigate the potential to increase the alignment of the resource consent requirements with the service 
planning function undertaken by Wellington Water  

• include requirements for resource consent applications and stormwater management strategies to 
demonstrate how they will meet the freshwater and coastal water objectives, limits and targets in this 
WIP, including a staged approach to meet progressively reducing limits 

• include policy direction to target ‘priority’ areas in both freshwater and coastal environments by 
prioritising improvements in the stormwater network. 

 

Currently being 
implemented  

NB relates to bullet points 3 and 5. 

Bullet 3 is underway by Wellington Water who are requesting the amount of 
funding needed to deliver the stormwater outcomes required by the Proposed 
Natural Resources Plan (PNRP).  

Bullet 5 is already in Schedule N of Proposed Natural Resources Plan but 
potentially there will be amendments to align with the new limits framework. 

32    

32.1 

Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC and Wellington Water identify opportunities and investigate methods for 
incentivising stormwater mitigations within the existing urban footprint and maximise the opportunities 
provided by infill and brownfields redevelopments. This could include: 
 

• identifying potential brownfield redevelopment areas and supporting master planning at the outset to 
integrate water management with other development drivers 

• identifying potential locations for stormwater mitigations 

• providing public investment into upgrading existing stormwater infrastructure  

• providing incentives to treat stormwater from the wider stormwater network within brownfield 
development sites 

• exploring and promoting public-private partnerships and funding models to encourage redevelopment of 
brownfield sites. 

 

Currently being 
implemented 

Implementation is through the development of the Stormwater Management 
Strategy by Wellington Water, required by the Stage 2 global stormwater consent.  
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32.2 

Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC and Wellington Water identify opportunities and investigate methods for 
incentivising stormwater mitigations within the existing urban footprint and maximise the opportunities 
provided by infill and brownfields redevelopments. This could include: 
 

• identifying potential brownfield redevelopment areas and supporting master planning at the outset to 
integrate water management with other development drivers 

• identifying potential locations for stormwater mitigations 

• providing public investment into upgrading existing stormwater infrastructure  

• providing incentives to treat stormwater from the wider stormwater network within brownfield 
development sites 

• exploring and promoting public-private partnerships and funding models to encourage redevelopment of 
brownfield sites. 

 

To be 
commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Incentivising stormwater mitigations in brownfield areas  

Porirua City Council led.  

Workshop with documented agreements. It needs to include an agreed process for 
how stormwater mitigations would be incentivised.  

33 

Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC and Wellington Water investigate and implement options to progressively 
upgrade or replace high zinc and copper-yielding building materials from existing urban areas. This may include: 

• developing and implementing an incentive scheme to paint or replace large-scale high zinc-yielding 
industrial and commercial roofs  

• identifying and targeting high contaminant contributing areas  

• prioritising catchments that contribute to the hotspot areas of degradation. 

 

Fully implemented 

In Porirua City Council District Plan to use low zinc and copper material in new 
builds and replacements.  

Bullet 2 will also be addressed through the National Objectives Framework (NOF) 
process as part of implementing the National Policy Statement for Freshwater 
Management. 

34 

Greater Wellington advocates to central government that it initiate change at a national level to restrict the use 
of high zinc- and copper-yielding building materials. Currently being 

implemented 

This recommendation is being managed by Greater Wellington as part of a wider 
work programme of zinc and copper related recommendations. It includes liaising 
with other Councils nationally with similar concerns and jointly engaging with 
Ministry for the Environment.  

35 
PCC, WCC and Wellington Water work together in high-risk areas to increase and prioritise regular street 
sweeping and sump clearance and investigate other opportunities to capture and clear contaminants from 
stormwater drains. 

Currently being 
implemented 

This is a measure being proposed in Wellington Water’s draft Stormwater 
Management Strategy. It will be implemented when the stormwater consent is 
granted.  

36    

36.1 

Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC, Wellington Water and relevant industry groups develop and implement a pollution 

prevention programme. This will be outlined, delivered and monitored through various mechanisms, including the 

Harbour Strategy. The programme must: 

• raise the awareness of the public about what they can do to reduce their impacts on harbour and stream 

health 

Currently being 
implemented 

 

Relates to first bullet point. 

Barriers removed through PNRP hearings have reduced regulation in terms of 
discharging hydrocarbons. 

Periodic communications campaigns have been run including by Greater 
Wellington e.g., save the drain for the rain which are implementing some of the 
bullets and are ongoing. 

Porirua City Council has just completed a communications strategy, which is now 
being implemented, for reducing impacts on the harbour and streams. This 
includes working with Wellington City Council and Sustainable Coastlines. 
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• promote and incentivise industry good management practice targeting high-risk land-use activities that 
contribute relatively high levels of contamination 

• identify and target priority areas for contaminant reduction based on the identification of catchments that 
contribute to localised hotspot areas 

• investigate opportunities to enable change by streamlining regulatory processes and removing barriers to 
businesses and industry initiating change  

• work with specific industries/suppliers to increase understanding around risks from exterior chemical 
cleaning products with an aim to reduce usage through point of sale warnings and changes in product care 
advice. 

 

Need to check with Wellington City Council about what they’re currently doing. 

36.2 

Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC, Wellington Water and relevant industry groups develop and implement a pollution 

prevention programme. This will be outlined, delivered and monitored through various mechanisms, including the 

Harbour Strategy. The programme must: 

• raise the awareness of the public about what they can do to reduce their impacts on harbour and stream 
health 

• promote and incentivise industry good management practice targeting high-risk land-use activities that 

contribute relatively high levels of contamination 

• identify and target priority areas for contaminant reduction based on the identification of catchments that 
contribute to localised hotspot areas 

• investigate opportunities to enable change by streamlining regulatory processes and removing barriers to 

businesses and industry initiating change  

• work with specific industries/suppliers to increase understanding around risks from exterior chemical 

cleaning products with an aim to reduce usage through point of sale warnings and changes in product care 

advice. 

 

To be 
commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Reinstate Take Charge Programme 

Relates to second, fourth and fifth bullet point. 

See recommendation 3.3 for details. 

37 
Greater Wellington investigates options to revise the controls on chemical cleaning products (such as ’30 
seconds’ type cleaning products) and advocates to central government for better control of these products at a 
national level. 

To be 
commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Reinstate Take Charge Programme 

See recommendation 3.3 for details. 

38 

Greater Wellington advocates to central government that high zinc and copper yielding materials in vehicles be 
progressively replaced with lower yielding alternatives. Currently being 

implemented 

This recommendation is being managed by Greater Wellington as part of a wider 
work programme of zinc and copper related recommendations. It includes liaising 
with other Councils nationally with similar concerns and jointly engaging with 
Ministry for the Environment to seek abolition of copper brake pads.  

39 
Greater Wellington, PCC and WCC raise the awareness of the public of the effects of copper brake pads and 
actively promote low-copper/copper-free alternatives.   

To be 
commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Reinstate Take Charge Programme 

See recommendation 3.3 for details. 

40 

Greater Wellington amends the policy and rule framework in the Proposed Natural Resources Plan (PNRP) as 
necessary to manage and progressively improve wastewater discharges in Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua to 
achieve the freshwater and coastal water objectives, limits and targets in this WIP. The policy and rule 
framework must:   

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 
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• require resource consent applications and wastewater management strategies to demonstrate how they 
will meet the freshwater and coastal water objectives, limits and targets in this WIP, including through a 
staged approach 

• recognise and address the complexities of the wastewater network, including issues with capacity, 
overflows, leaks, and cross connections  

• require assessment of the progress towards achieving the E.coli and enterococci objectives and 
amendments of programmes and strategies if expected progress is not achieved 

• acknowledge the interrelationship of stormwater and wastewater. 

 

41    

41.1 

Greater Wellington amends the policy and rule framework in the PNRP and PCC and WCC amend the relevant 
district plans as necessary to ensure that new urban development and redevelopment do not exacerbate issues 
with the wastewater network by providing adequate on-site storage, including requirements for applicants to 
demonstrate how wastewater generated by development will be managed. 

 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

41.2 

Greater Wellington amends the policy and rule framework in the PNRP and PCC and WCC amend the relevant 
district plans as necessary to ensure that new urban development and redevelopment do not exacerbate issues 
with the wastewater network by providing adequate on-site storage, including requirements for applicants to 
demonstrate how wastewater generated by development will be managed. 

 RPS 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

This has been partly implemented through notification of the Proposed Regional 
Policy Statement (RPS) Change 1 in August 2022. The Proposed RPS requires 
district plans to assess the adequacy of wastewater infrastructure when 
considering new development.  

Further implementation of this recommendation will be through changes to the 
relevant district plans.   

42 

Wellington Water develops and implements wastewater programmes, strategies and/or plans to improve the 

wastewater network to achieve the freshwater and coastal water objectives, limits and targets in this WIP. The 

development and implementation of these programmes, strategies and plans must: 

• clearly set out the steps, actions and milestones to deliver the necessary improvements 

• inform the investment strategies of the 2021-2031 Long Term Plans for Greater Wellington, PCC and WCC  

• assess all wastewater management options and identify priority areas for actions 

• provide an integrated assessment and management approach for all forms of wastewater discharges from 
the network and the associated effects on freshwater and coastal receiving environments 

• address both dry weather wastewater discharges and wastewater network overflows  

• adopt an integrated catchment approach that recognises the interconnected nature of the wastewater 
network and the receiving environments for these discharges 

• align funding and investment with Greater Wellington, PCC and WCC for these actions and improvements 
to occur. 

 

Currently being 
implemented 

Wellington Water led. 

NB also supported through Proposed Natural Resources Plan. 
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43 

Greater Wellington, WCC and PCC work together to integrate and align regional plans, district plans and 
infrastructure service plans to achieve the freshwater and coastal water objectives, limits and targets in this WIP. 

RPS 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

This has been partly implemented through notification of the Proposed Regional 
Policy Statement (RPS) Change 1 in August 2022. The Proposed RPS requires 
regional and district plans to achieve the same outcomes for freshwater and 
coastal water.  

44 
PCC and WCC align their policies on the licencing, monitoring and enforcement of trade waste discharges into 
the wastewater network. Fully implemented 

Porirua City Council has a revised bylaw which corresponds with the Wellington 
City Council bylaw. Have also changed monitoring and licencing and now requires 
greater monitoring from specific contaminants. 

45 

PCC, WCC and Wellington Water work together to identify sub-catchments within the Whaitua that have the 
most widespread issues with private laterals and cross connections, and prioritise these sub-catchments for 
improvement. 

Fully implemented 

Porirua City Council have introduced a new bylaw and have two teams doing tests 
for leaks and getting these fixed through the Infiltration and Inflow (I&I) 
programme. Porirua City Council are aware that Wellington Water have also 
funded the I&I programme. 

46 

PCC, WCC and Wellington Water initiate a comprehensive work programme to identify and address issues with the 

private wastewater network within the Whaitua, including: 

• education and guidance for home and business-owners in relation to leaking laterals, cross-connections 
and the consequences of non-compliance 

•  promotion of redevelopment as an opportunity to address existing cross-connections and leaking laterals 

• financial mechanisms and incentives, such as rates relief or targeted rates in priority sub-catchments, to 
assist property owners to get their pipes checked and fixed  

• investigation and implementation of the best regulatory methods to address cross connections, e.g. 
through a by-law that requires the pipes to be checked and certified at the time of sale or through a 
warrant of fitness scheme. 

 

Fully implemented 

Fully implemented already by Porirua City Council, through: 

• Know Your Pipes education programme (how to check cross connections, 
inflows, etc). 

• Redevelopment – building and assurance team look for cross connections 
etc at time of building permit. 

• Re: financial mechanisms, PCC have met with DIA with the intention of 
enabling targeted rates – this was rejected and has been exhausted as an 
option, but further work will progressed if possible. 

• Improved bylaw for laterals and made enforceable. 

47 

Greater Wellington, PCC, WCC and Wellington Water target redevelopment and regeneration projects, such as 
those led by Housing New Zealand, as an opportunity to address existing wastewater and stormwater network 
issues through education, advocacy and regulation. 

Fully implemented 

Regulatory side of this recommendation is largely in place now. Stormwater 
consents for over 3000m2. 

Eastern Porirua Development – conversations have taken place between Greater 
Wellington and Kāinga Ora about resource consents in relation to this. There is 
also a proposal for a community stormwater system at Cannons Creek, as well as 
replacing the wastewater pipe which goes along Kenepuru Stream – both of which 
will improve the water quality. 

Overtaken by current NRP plan change process. 

48 

PCC and WCC building compliance officers undertake proactive, consistent compliance monitoring of 
connections in new builds and renovations to ensure there are no cross connections, including a system for 
recording which properties have been checked and assessed and when issues have been resolved. 

Currently being 
implemented 

Porirua City Council and Wellington City Council led. 

Porirua City Council and Wellington City Council building compliance officers 
undertake proactive, consistent compliance monitoring of connections in new 
builds and renovations to ensure there are no cross connections, including a 
system for recording which properties have been checked and assessed and when 
issues have been resolved. 
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49 
Greater Wellington amends the policy and rule framework in the Proposed Natural Resources Plan (PNRP) to set 
discharge standards for earthwork activities that require consent in order to achieve the sediment targets and 
limits in the WIP. 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

50 

WCC and PCC have consistent bylaws and guidance for silt and sediment control within the Whaitua. 
Consideration must be given to the effects of climate change to ensure control measures are designed to meet 
increasing intensity and duration of rainfall events. Currently being 

implemented 

Porirua City Council and Wellington City Council led 

Porirua City Council have implemented a new bylaw and increased enforcement, 
which includes adaptation for Climate Change as much as possible. Liaising with 
Wellington City Council who would implement similar steps. 

Nb requires discussion with Wellington City Council. 

51 

Greater Wellington reviews and updates publications, including Small earthworks – Erosion and sediment control 
for small sites (2006), and Erosion and sediment control guidelines (2000), to ensure the methods and principles 
they set out reflect current good practice. Amendments may include increasing the design standards to deal with 
more significant but less frequent rainfall events. 

Fully implemented 

The named guidelines were updated in 2021. 

52 

Greater Wellington, WCC and PCC develop a compliance programme to ensure good practice in relation to silt 
and sediment control is followed for all earthworks, particularly in relation to permitted activities. This should 
also include a required frequency of cleanout and monitoring of retention basins to reduce the risks of retention 
basins being overwhelmed. 

Fully implemented 

Intent was clarified – the recommendation is about co-ordination between district 
councils and Greater Wellington around small-scale sites to ensure integration and 
consistency. 

Greater Wellington has good practice guidelines for small sites for sediment and 
erosion control. 

Greater Wellington doesn’t do proactive compliance on permitted activities as 
often we don’t know about these sites. Greater Wellington has a compliance 
programme in relation to larger, consented earthworks sites. 

Porirua City Council has implemented a new bylaw and increased enforcement on 
earthworks sites. Porirua City Council has introduced a silt and sediment education 
programme. Porirua City Council is doing compliance on small scale permitted 
sites. 

53 
Greater Wellington, in conjunction with WCC and PCC, develops an education programme to ensure that good 
practice for silt and sediment control is understood by those carrying out earthworks. 

Fully implemented 
Porirua City Council led Silt and Sediment education programme is in place. 

54 

Greater Wellington works with the forestry sector to identify potential barriers and risks to good practice in 
reducing sediment from forestry operations and works with the industry to overcome the risks and barriers. Currently being 

implemented 

Greater Wellington led 

New compliance roles are being established which will increase GW’s capacity and 
resourcing to perform this.   

55 

Upon receiving notice under the NESPF of earthworks, forestry quarrying or harvesting in the Te Awarua-o-
Porirua Whaitua, Greater Wellington requests a copy of the Forestry Earthworks Management Plan and Harvest 
Plan or Quarry Erosion and Sediment Management Plan and actively monitors compliance to ensure sediment 
discharges to waterbodies are minimised. 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

56 
Greater Wellington provides sufficient resources to deliver consistent advice on forestry good practice and 
compliance, both within the Whaitua and across the region. 

Currently being 
implemented 

Greater Wellington led. 
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New compliance roles that are planned will achieve this recommendation. 

57 

Greater Wellington develops a charging policy under the NESPF for the monitoring of permitted activities. 

To be 
commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Policy for NES-PF charging for monitoring of permitted 
activities. 

Greater Wellington led. 

An addition to Greater Wellington fees and charging policy (Currently valid for 
2021-24 – to be incorporated in next review). Consultation with the forestry sector 
will be needed in the development. 

58 

Greater Wellington undertakes further work to determine priority areas for reducing sediment in the Whaitua’s 
streams and harbour. Once priority areas have been identified, Greater Wellington should work with landowners 
to develop environment plans that set out how sediment losses will be reduced at a farm/property scale. 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

NRP Plan Change 1 will introduce provisions to reduce sediment loads in rivers and 
the harbour. The plan change work includes identifying priority areas for sediment 
reduction actions, including through regulatory farm plans for all farms >20ha of 
pasture, and action plans.     

59 

Greater Wellington develops a regulatory framework in the Proposed Natural Resources Plan (PNRP) to: 

• undertake farm/property-scale mapping to identify erosion-prone land in priority areas identified in 
Recommendation 58 

• require land owners to develop an environment plan setting out how sediment losses will be reduced 
where erosion-prone land is identified above a certain threshold (e.g. more than specified number of 
hectares) 

• require that, where identified erosion-prone land is vegetated in scrub, shrubs and/or non-plantation 
forestry, that vegetation should not be cleared for uses that are likely to increase sediment loss. 

 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

NRP Plan Change 1 will introduce provisions to reduce sediment loads in rivers and 
the harbour. The plan change work includes identifying priority areas for sediment 
reduction actions, including through regulatory farm plans for all farms >20ha of 
pasture, and action plans. It also includes controls on vegetation removal.    

 

60 

Greater Wellington aligns its programmes, planning, funding and support of sediment mitigation activities, 
including both riparian restoration and reductions in hill-slope and landslide erosion, within the identified priority 
areas. 

Currently being 
implemented 

Greater Wellington already doing although could be improved further through 
catchment plans. Funding not currently fully aligned.  

Porirua City Council have already implemented riparian restoration. 

NRP Plan Change 1 will also introduce provisions to reduce sediment loads in rivers 
and the harbour. The plan change work includes identifying priority areas for 
sediment reduction actions, including through regulatory farm plans for all farms 
>20ha of pasture, and action plans to address erosion and land restoration.      

61 

Greater Wellington provides sufficient resources in the Whaitua to deliver land management advice, provide 
expert input into environment plans and to deliver on the work programmes identified. 

Currently being 
implemented 

Greater Wellington led.  

New compliance roles are being established which will increase GW’s capacity and 
resourcing around forestry.   Porirua City Council have resources in place doing a 
similar role. 

62 

Greater Wellington prioritises opportunities to mitigate sediment loss from erosion-prone lands in council-
administered regional parks within the Whaitua. 

Currently being 
implemented 

Greater Wellington led. 

Ongoing before and after the WIP was completed. Being addressed through 
restoration plans in regional parks. NRP Plan Change 1 will identify priority areas 
for sediment reduction, which may include regional parks. Interventions to reduce 
sediment may be required by Plan provisions supported by action plans.  
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63 

Greater Wellington amends the PNRP policy and rule framework to: 

• map low-slope land areas for livestock exclusion using finer scale land-slope criteria that also take into 
account the average land slope within a specified distance from a water body 

• require livestock exclusion from water bodies with an active bed of greater than 1m in width within the 
mapped low-slope areas 

• apply to livestock as defined in Section 2 (Interpretation) of the PNRP. 

Fully implemented 

Implemented via the Resource Management Act Stock Exclusion Regulations.  

64 

Greater Wellington works with rural landowners to promote and implement good management practices, 
including integrated farm environment planning. 

Currently being 
implemented 

Greater Wellington led. 

Ongoing work is occurring. Currently doing farm plans which will increase when 
these become mandatory under the National Environmental Standards for 
Freshwater. 

65 

Greater Wellington and PCC develop and implement a proactive compliance monitoring programme for on-site 
wastewater systems in the Whaitua to ensure they comply with the rules in the PNRP and PCC wastewater by-
law. 

Currently being 
implemented 

Porirua City Council led. 

Porirua City Council completed inspection and compliance programme in 2021. 
This found all operating systems were compliant (some discharges remaining from 
older decommissioned/replaced systems). 

66 
PCC prioritises initial compliance monitoring efforts on unlicensed on-site wastewater systems and takes 
appropriate enforcement action as necessary to ensure all on-site wastewater systems in the Whaitua are 
licensed and compliant. 

Currently being 
implemented 

Porirua City Council led. 

67 
Greater Wellington and PCC provide information and raise the awareness of property owners about the 
importance of maintaining on-site wastewater systems and how to identify and address performance issues. 

Currently being 
implemented 

Porirua City Council led. 

68 

Greater Wellington amends the rule and the associated policy framework in the Proposed Natural Resources 
Plan (PNRP) to take water from a stream in the Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua so that it incorporates the limits 
listed in Tables 12 and 13. Amendments to the rule and policy framework should also ensure that no more than 
30% of MALF (of the tributary) can be taken from a tributary within the WMUs listed in Tables 12 and 13. 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

69 

Greater Wellington removes the permitted activity rule in the PNRP that allows water to be taken from a 
waterbody in the Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua. 

Note: water for reasonable domestic use and animal drinking water is authorised under section 14(3)(b) of the 
RMA. 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

70 

Greater Wellington amends the PNRP policy and rule framework to allow for ‘one off’ incidental uses of water in 
the Te Awarua-o-Porirua Whaitua (such as for water required for farm-spraying operations). The rate of water 
taken must be no greater than 2.5L/s, the volume no greater than 5,000 litres per day and no more than 10,000 
litres in any one calendar month. Water must not be taken when the affected waterway is below the minimum 
flow. Users must keep records of the amount taken. 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

71 
Greater Wellington defines the meaning of domestic and animal drinking water use in the PNRP, using narrative 
and (as appropriate) numbers (volume/day), for example: 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 
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• water for an individual’s reasonable domestic needs is the amount sufficient to provide for hygiene, 
sanitary and domestic requirements. Consideration should be given to how vegetable garden watering 
could be allowed for while lawn or pasture irrigation may be beyond the scope of reasonable domestic 
needs  

• water for reasonable needs of a person’s animals for drinking is the amount sufficient to provide for the 
health and welfare of animals. 

 

72 

Greater Wellington investigates mechanisms to incentivise or encourage the installation and use of roof-
collected rainwater (tanks) for domestic and non-domestic uses. To be 

commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Rainwater Storage Options paper. 

Greater Wellington led. 

Policy paper capturing options as outlined in recommendation 71. 

73 

Greater Wellington collects better information on water take and use volumes, including for takes under 14(3)(b) 
of the RMA, in order to provide for more accurate and transparent accounting of water use, better management 
of the Whaitua’s waterways, and to ensure the requirements of the NPSFM are met. 

To be 
commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Whaitua Monitoring Plan encompassing each FMU. 

Greater Wellington led. 

See recommendation 19.1 for details. 

74 
Greater Wellington amends the PNRP to ensure all takes requiring resource consent within the Te Awarua-o-
Porirua Whaitua require metering to ensure accurate and reliable records of abstractions are maintained. 

NRP Plan Change 
by 2024 

Being managed by Greater Wellington through its regulatory programmes of work. 

75 

Greater Wellington develops an information and education programme to ensure land owners affected by the 
removal of the permitted activity rule are aware of the new resource consent requirements and provided with 
assistance with the resource consent process. 

To be 
commissioned by 
deliverables 

New deliverable name: Permitted activity changes comms plan and 
implementation. 

Greater Wellington led. 

Communications plan and implementation of deliverables/activities specified 
within it. 

This recommendation will follow the implementation of recommendation 69 to 
remove the permitted activity rule.  

 


